Abstract: A simulation study was carried out for a separable fish stock assessment model including commercial and survey catch-at-age and effort data. All catches are considered stochastic variables subject to sampling and process variations. The results showed that the Bayes estimator of spawning biomass is a useful but slightly biased estimator for which the frequentist variance can be estimated by the posterior variance. Comparisons further show that the Bayes estimator is better than the maximum likelihood in the sense that it is less biased and, surprisingly, has a much lesser variance. The catch simulations were based on the North Sea plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) stock and fishery data.
Introduction
The first age-structured fish stock assessment methods applied were deterministic (e.g., Fry 1949; Gulland 1965; Pope 1972) , and thus it wasn't possible to obtain estimates of the uncertainties of the interest parameters. Early stochastic approaches to fish stock assessment (e.g., Doubleday 1976; Fournier and Archibald 1982; Lewy 1988) were all based on the frequentist paradigm and they all used the maximum likelihood principles to estimate parameters and uncertainties.
In recent years, many approaches to fish stock assessment have been based on the Bayesian paradigm (e.g., McAllister et al. 1994; Ianelli and Fournier 1998; Virtala et al. 1998 ). There are several reasons for that. Assessment models often include parameters for which no or only limited information is available. In these situations it can be argued that it is better to assign prior distributions to these parameters than just assuming them to be fixed at some (arbitrary) constant values. The wish to incorporate other sources of information, such as expert opinions, is another reason to consider the Bayesian approach, where prior beliefs are expressed as a probability distribution and updated with empirical evidence to obtain a posterior distribution. Furthermore, the Bayesian approach has made it possible to analyze more realistic but complex fish stock assessment models.
The increasing popularity of the Bayesian approach has a more practical reason as well. Previously, it was not possible in general to evaluate the high dimensional integral required to calculate the posterior distribution. Simulation techniques (Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings 1970; Tierney 1994 ) and fast computers have solved this problem. In fact, these simulation methods have made the Bayesian approach applicable in situations where maximum likelihood estimation is numerically impossible.
It is important to note that the estimated uncertainties from a Bayesian and a frequentist analysis are conceptually different and in principle incomparable. Whereas Bayesian uncertainties consist in prior beliefs of the analyst updated with empirical evidence, the uncertainties considered by the frequentist are based on the distribution of the estimators obtained from observations sampled from the statistical model. Furthermore, the Bayesian credibility intervals express the actual credibility related to the parameters, whereas the frequentist confidence interval is the interval that includes the estimator in a given percentage of the cases when data is sampled repeatedly from the model.
When presenting a new model and estimator, it is important to investigate their properties. For assessment methods, this is done relatively seldomly (ICES 1988; Patterson and Kirkwood 1995; NOAA 1998) . In this paper we present a simple, age-structured, separable assessment model that uses information from two fleets, two surveys, and additional catches without effort. The model has been applied to plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) in the North Sea.
The object of the present paper is to evaluate and compare the properties of a Bayesian estimator and the maximum likelihood estimators. The difficulties with the conceptual difference are avoided by considering the frequentist properties of both estimators. Frequentist properties of estimators are properties extracted from the distribution of the estimators obtained from repeated simulations of observations following the statistical model considered. This is the classical frequentist way of measuring the consistency and efficiency of estimators.
Few simulation studies previously conducted compare the different methods of estimation (Restrepo et al. 2000; Cadigan and Myers 2001) . The models considered in the two papers are of the virtual population analysis type where total catch in numbers are assumed to be known without error and the uncertainties considered are connected to survey indices and commercial catch per unit effort (CPUE) data. This study assumes that total catch in numbers, survey indices, and commercial CPUE data are subject to random variation and that the statistical model used corresponds to the true model from which the observations were generated. It has also been investigated whether the estimated Bayesian credibility intervals can be used to approximate the frequentist confidence intervals of the Bayesian estimators.
Materials and methods

Data source
Data for North Sea plaice in 1988 -1997 (ICES 1988 have been used as a template for this simulation study. This data set includes catch-at-age and effort data for Dutch and English commercial beam trawl fleets, survey indices for Dutch beam trawl and sole net surveys, and catch-at-age data for the combined fleet without effort data (the residual fleet). Mean weight-at-age data are the same as used by the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES). Natural mortality, M, was assumed to be known and equal to 0.1.
Model
The model is a separable model including catch-at-age and effort data for commercial fleets and for surveys. All catch observations are considered stochastic variables subject to sampling and process variations. Contrary to most virtual population analysis like models, the present model does not apply total catch-at-age, but instead a residual fleet is considered to consist of all catch data without effort information. If sampling programmes from different fleets are independent, all catch-at-age observations are independent for given numbers of fish in the sea.
All catch in numbers data are assumed to follow lognormal distributions. For the residual catches (denoted C res ), it is assumed that 
where e fy is the effort of fleet f in year y and Q fa is the catchability. Note that we have one variance parameter for each fleet. Now we can define the total mortality rate where s denotes the survey, I is the observed survey index, D s denotes the day of the year when the survey was conducted, and Q survey denotes the catchability of the survey. The catches from the surveys are assumed to be negligible such that the effect on the total mortality rate, Z, can be neglected.
Initial stock size ( ) , ,...,
are selected as parameters, whereas the remaining stock sizes are considered to be deterministic functions recursively derived by the stock equation and previously defined parameters:
This model is well suited to obtain and compare the Bayesian and maximum likelihood estimators because it is a fairly realistic model that has been applied to real data and because both estimates can be computed.
Estimation methods
For North Sea plaice fished by one commercial fleet without effort data and two fleets having effort data and two surveys, the model described contains 70 parameters
and 361 observations. Two estimation methods have been applied: maximum likelihood ( $ ) θ ML and Bayes ( $ ) θ B methods. The maximum likelihood estimates are found by maximizing the likelihood function, which is equivalent to minimizing the negative log-likelihood ᐉ
where n is the number of observations, SSD is the sum of squared deviations from each of the five fleets, and Θ is the parameter space. The variances of these estimates are estimated by the inverse of the empirical Fisher information. For the Bayesian method, the posterior distribution is simulated using a random walk Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. This Markov chain is denoted For the Bayesian analysis, uniform priors are assigned to all parameters to obtain the estimates most comparable to maximum likelihood estimates. The ranges of these uniform distributions were in all cases chosen wide enough to include all possible values of the parameters. The marginal stock size parameters were each assigned a uniform distribution between 0 and an unrealistic high stock size of 1 × 10 10 . The mortality parameters F a res , F y res , and Q fa were assigned a uniform distribution between 0 and 10. The variance parameters of the log-transformed observations are assigned a uniform prior between 0 and 10. A value of 10 corresponds to a CV of about 148 for the original observations, which covers the possible range.
The simulation study
To study the properties of an estimator, the true parameter values have to be known. We want to apply parameters for a plaice-like stock. This was obtained by calculation of the maximum likelihood estimates using the model and the North Sea plaice data. These estimates were chosen as the "true parameter values". Based on these parameter values, new sets of observations were generated from the probability distribution of catches with exactly the same dimensions as the real plaice data set (and the same missing values). For these sets of observations, we know the true parameter values, and we know that these sets of observations follow the model. For each of these sets of observations, all model parameters have been estimated using Bayes (the posterior mean) and maximum likelihood estimators, ML. These estimates are respectively denoted , have been calculated for the maximum likelihood method. The structure of the simulation study is summarized in Fig. 1 .
The bias of the two methods is estimated by
To visually compare the bias estimates (which are on very different scales) the relative bias, /θ 0 , is considered. It is an advantage that an estimator is unbiased or only slightly biased, but if the estimator has a huge variance, then we still have a small probability of getting estimates close to the true value. The mean squared error (MSE), defined as E((
, is a measure with the characteristic that small values imply that both bias and variance are small. MSE is estimated by
Bias and MSE were calculated for all parameters, for spawning stock biomass (SSB) by year, and for average fishing mortality over ages by year. Furthermore, a status quo prediction of SSB one year ahead was carried out assuming that fishing mortality in the prediction year equals that of the last data year. SSB was calculated using the stock weight at age data for North Sea plaice. For the prediction year, the weights for the last data year was used. We experienced some technical problems in setting up this simulation study. To sample the posterior distribution we used a random walk Metropolis-Hastings sampler. The initial value was the maximum likelihood estimate $ ( ) θ ML d . The proposal distribution was (apart from bounds on the parameters) a mixture between a normal distribution N I
and a "heavy-tailed" (Cauchy) distribution. We tried the Metropolis-Hastings sampler, but in a few cases, the maximum likelihood estimator seemed to give really poor estimates. In these cases we experienced a very poor mixing of the Markov chain, as this sampler is very dependent on the maximum likelihood estimates and the estimated Hessian. To solve this problem we did the following. Using the data for North Sea plaice the covariance matrix, I( $ ) ( ) θ ML 0 −1 , of the maximum likelihood estimates was calculated. This covariance matrix was used in the proposal distribution for all steps in the simulations. Then, we ran our sampler for 1000 steps, again using the real data set. From this short run, we saved the last step to be used as initial value in all the samplers. The new sampler uses the same initial values and the same covariance matrix for all the data sets. The initial values are close (but not equal) to the true values. The covariance matrix is known to give good mixing properties for the real data set. The samplers were greatly improved by this, but we still had to run the samplers for a very long time to be convinced that they had all reached their equilibrium distribution.
We generated 210 data sets. For each data set, we ran the Markov chains for a burn-in period of 1 × 10 5 steps, which were discarded. Then, we ran the chains for 1 × 10 6 steps, but for the estimation we only used every hundredth step for computational convenience. This means that the number of steps in the chain used was 10 000. Two of the data sets were excluded from the rest of this study because the maximum likelihood method did not converge. So, we effectively have D = 208. It would have been preferable if the number of sampled data sets could have been increased, but the computer time the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) estimation required for each data set limits the number of data sets used.
Results
The two estimation methods have been applied to the real data set for plaice in the North Sea. We found that SSB estimates from the two methods are far from identical. The maximum likelihood estimates are in all years substantially above Bayes estimates (Fig. 2) . We have added the ICES working group estimates from the extended survives analysis (XSA) to the plot to illustrate that Bayes estimates from this simple model are actually very similar to the XSA estimates.
We found that SSB estimates are biased for both the maximum likelihood and Bayes estimators (Fig. 3) . Bayes estimates are less biased as Bayes estimates are underestimated by about 5-10%, whereas the maximum likelihood estimates are overestimated by about 15-20%. Especially, this also applies to SSB predicted in 1998. It is important to emphasize that the confidence intervals on the graph (Fig. 3) are not the percentiles of the empirical distribution of the bias, but confidence intervals for the bias estimator (average bias). This implies that the length of these intervals are inversely proportional to D, and because of this it may appear that there is no (visible) uncertainty on Bayes estimates. Obviously, this is not the case; let's consider the following example. The true value of SSB in 1992 in this simulation study was 3.61 × 10 5 t and the empirical standard deviation of the bias was 1.68 × 10 4 t. This gives us a CV around 5%. The graph is useful to conclude if the bias is significant or not, but the confidence intervals must be interpreted carefully.
MSE is shown in Table 1 . It appears from the table that the MSE of the Bayes estimator of SSB is much smaller than MSE of the maximum likelihood estimator. Actually, the MSE of the Bayes estimator is less than 5% of the MSE of the maximum likelihood estimator! Similarly, the results show that standard deviation of the Bayes estimator is only about one fifth of the standard deviation of the maximum likelihood estimator. The Bayes estimator is thus superior to the maximum likelihood estimator, as the former is both less biased and more accurate. Further, it is a conservative estimate in the sense that it constitutes a lower limit.
The Bayes estimator of recruitment is unbiased and more accurate ( Fig. 4a and Table 1 ). The only exception is the recruits in the last year, N a=1,y=97 . This is poorly estimated by both estimators and MSE is almost the same, indicating that the estimators are equally poor for that year. In general, maximum likelihood estimates of stock size seem to be too large, whereas Bayes estimates seem to be unbiased.
We found that the results for recruitment and spawning stock biomass do not apply to all the fishing mortality parameters (Fig. 4b) . The figure shows that for F averaged over age groups 2 to 10, F 2 -10 , used by the working group (ICES 1998), the maximum likelihood estimates are less biased than Bayes estimates, which are severely biased with a relative bias of 15-20%. However, again MSE (Table 1) indicates that Bayes in general is a bit better estimator than the maximum likelihood. We found that Bayes estimates of F 2 -6 with a relative bias of 5-10% are less biased than F 2 -10 , but still more biased than the maximum likelihood estimates of F 2 -6 (Fig. 4c) . For F 2 -6 , MSE of Bayes is about the half of the MSE of the maximum likelihood estimates, indicating that Bayes provides the best estimator for this average F.
A closer inspection of results shows that the reason why Bayes is a better estimator of F 2 -6 than of F 2 -10 is that for age groups 7-10 the Bayes estimator is severely biased with relative large values of MSE. For age groups less than seven Bayes is a better estimator than the maximum likelihood. Figure 5 and Table 2 show that the Bayes estimator of the variances of catches related to the most important fleets (the residual fleet and Dutch beam trawlers), i.e., σ res 2 and σ f =1 2 , is much better than the maximum likelihood estimator because the Bayes estimator is less biased and has a smaller MSE. This may indicate that Bayes estimators provide better estimates of the uncertainty related to catch predictions.
Application of posterior credibility intervals as confidence intervals of the Bayes estimator of SSB
The standard deviation in the posterior distribution is conceptually different from the standard deviation of the maximum likelihood estimator. The former is the standard deviation of the (partly subjective) distribution of the analyst's knowledge of the parameters, given fixed observations. The standard deviation of the maximum likelihood estimator, however, is the standard deviation in the distribution of the maximum likelihood estimator when the observations are considered random variables. Apart from that the two quantities (and the connected probability distributions) are asymptotically identical, we do not know anything about the small sample properties. From a frequentist point of view it is interesting to investigate if the Bayesian credibility intervals can be given a frequentist interpretation as confidence intervals of the estimator. In the following, this has been investigated for SSB by comparing the posterior distribution of SSB with the empirical distribution of the Bayes estimate of SSB. First, the empirical standard deviation of Bayes SSB estimator, SSB B , (17) is compared with the histogram of the empirical distribution of the posterior standard deviation of SSB (Fig. 6 ).
It appears that the standard deviations of Bayes estimators of SSB are close to the mode of the posterior of distribution of standard deviations, indicating that the posterior standard deviation may be a useful estimate of the standard deviation of the Bayes estimator. This also indicates that the credibility intervals based on the posterior distribution of SSB may be used as confidence intervals. This is further investigated below.
The frequentist interpretation of a (1 -α)% confidence interval means that when observations are sampled from the statistical model given the estimated parameters, the probability of getting an estimate outside the interval should be smaller than α. The interpretation of a Bayesian credibility interval is more straightforward. The (1 -α)% credibility interval simply expresses the interval where the analyst believes the true parameter is located with a probability of 1 -α.
If the posterior distribution can be approximated by the distribution of the Bayes estimator in the frequentist sense, then the α% quantile in the posterior distribution should be lower than the true value, θ 0 , with probability α. This should hold for any α% quantile. This can also be expressed in the following way: the distribution of the probability P(θ ≤ θ 0 |Data), should be the uniform(0,1) (lower than α with probability α).
We know that the Bayes estimator is biased (but much less than the maximum likelihood estimator). With a biased Bayes estimator, it is expected that the posterior distribution is biased as well. There is little doubt that the credibility intervals do not cover the right area in a frequentist sense. Instead, the bias-corrected posterior distribution is considered for investigation if the posterior distribution function of SSB, P bias corr. (SSB ≤ SSB 0 |Data), is uniform. This is done using Q-Q plots (Fig. 7) .
The empirical distributions of the bias-corrected posterior probabilities are not completely uniformly distributed, but the small and large quantiles of the distributions seem to be similar (Fig. 7) . Focusing on the coverage of the 95% interval, the number of times when the true SSB value was not covered by the 95% bias corrected credibility interval was calculated (Table 3) .
For all years, the true SSB lies outside the credibility interval in less than 5% of the cases. This indicates that the 95% credibility interval of SSB is a good but slightly wider approximation of the 95% confidence interval.
Discussion
The simulation study was conducted to analyze and compare the properties of the Bayesian posterior mean and maximum likelihood estimators of stock parameters in the model presented. Other Bayesian estimators, such as the posterior median or decision based criteria could have been used. However, we have chosen to consider the posterior mean, simply because it is by far the most commonly used Bayesian estimator. The posterior distribution considered here is proportional to the likelihood function because uniform priors were used for all parameters. Both estimators are thus based on the likelihood function: the Bayes estimator is the mean, whereas the maximum likelihood estimator is the mode of the normalized likelihood function. Therefore, only minor differences between the estimators are expected. Surprisingly, significant differences were found, as the Bayes estimator of spawning stock biomass, recruitment, and to some extent, of fishing mortality, was shown to possess substantially better frequentist properties than the maximum likelihood estimator. It is also indicated that Bayes estimators may provide better estimates of the uncertainty related to catch predictions.
Further, it has been shown that the posterior credibility intervals of spawning biomass can be given frequentist interpretations as confidence intervals for the Bayes estimator. This is because the posterior distribution of spawning biomass has been shown to be a reasonable approximation of the distribution of the Bayes estimator. In this case, conclusions based on the credibility intervals would thus be the same as those based on the confidence intervals.
The spawning stock biomass estimates from the real plaice data set showed the same trend as the simulated estimates. The maximum likelihood estimates were in all years substantially above the Bayes estimates. From the simulation study, we know that this difference is coerced by the estimation methods and that the unbiased estimates are probably between the two sets of estimates, but closest to the Bayes estimates.
Because most age-structured fish stock assessment models are based on the same nonlinear equations as used here, it may be reasonable to believe that similar results apply to other fish stock assessment models for other stocks. A comprehensive study of the properties of a model and the estimators also needs to include analysis of the properties of forecasts of recruitment, spawning biomass, and catches. Except for forecasting of spawning biomass one year ahead, this has not been considered here. For the forecast mentioned, it has been shown that the Bayes estimator again is superior to the maximum likelihood. In general, the properties of forecasts of catches and spawning biomass several years ahead will depend heavily on the properties of the recruitment forecasts. It is not the authors intentions generally to encourage the application of Bayesian inference in fish stock assessment. We feel that the lack of objectivity is a key problem in a scientific context. But this does not prevent us from using Bayesian estimators if they are superior to other estimators available. However, the Bayesian approach may be useful to evaluate the effect of uncertainty on parameters otherwise assumed constant, such as natural mortality.
No. outside 95% CI 6 6 9 10 5 10 8 8 7 5 9 *Predicted value. Table 3 . Number of times (of 208) when the true spawning stock biomass (SSB) was not covered by the 95% bias corrected credibility interval (CI).
